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Recap of the Eagles 24-18 victory over the Jaguars 

After losing 3 of their last 4 games, the Eagles needed a spark to rejuvenate and revitalize 

their playoff hopes; what’s better than a trip across the pond? Both the Eagles and Jaguars have 

failed to live up to expectations so far this season, and heading into their respective bye weeks, 

both teams desperately needed a win. The Jaguars have played in London plenty of times; in fact, 

Blake Bortles is 3-0 playing in Wembley Stadium and the Jaguars had the experience of playing 

overseas to give them a much-needed advantage. The Eagles were one of 3 teams to have never 

played overseas and were looking to escape their trip with an impressive win to breathe a little 

bit easier going into their bye. The Eagles were the favorites and they delivered on that promise 

securing a much-needed victory by defeating the Jaguars 24-18. The Eagles didn’t blow them 

out; however, they survived the 4th quarter and emerged victorious. 

 Carson Wentz is playing extremely well. He finished today’s contest with 286 yards, 3 

touchdowns, and an interception on 21/30 passing. Wentz has a unique ability to survey the field 

and locate the open wide receiver, but his mobility is just as important of a weapon. He is so 

mobile in the pocket and can extend plays by dodging defenders and is able to deliver accurate 

passes while on the run. Wentz can also take off as a runner and his running ability gave the 

Eagles key first downs to keep drives alive. He led the Eagles to 22 first downs and a 3rd down 

conversion percentage of 58.3%. Wentz finished his impressive London debut with a passer 

rating of 119.6 and a crucial Week 8 win. All season long, Wentz has had success with his two 

main men, Zach Ertz and Alshon Jeffery; however, neither were the leading receivers today. 

 Ertz has clearly been Wentz’s number one guy, while Jeffery was not far behind; 

however, today, neither were even top 3 in receiving yards. In an offense that lacked diversity in 

its’ targets, the Eagles spread the ball around to 10 different receivers (9 if you don’t count the 

pass he completed to himself). In last week’s article, I questioned where Jordan Matthews was 

and when he would make his impact; that day, was today. Matthews finished with 93 receiving 

yards. Nelson Agholor caught a deep 39-yard pass in route to a 49-yard receiving day. Alshon 

Jeffery finished with a quieter, but still productive day catching 4 passes for 35 yards. Wentz 

completed 3 touchdowns: one to the running back Wendell Smallwood, and the other two to his 

tight ends, Zach Ertz and Dallas Goedert. The tight ends combined for 58 yards (32 for Goedert 

and 26 for Ertz) on just 5 catches. Neither Ertz nor Jeffery were forced to shoulder the entire 

offensive receiving burden and many other weapons saw success. With all the rumors and talk 

about the passing game, many Eagles fans are still wondering if Howie Roseman will make a 

move at running back before the trade deadline. The Eagles were led today by an impressive 

performance from rookie Josh Adams. 

 The Eagles managed 133 rushing yards on 28 carries and Josh Adams had 61 of them. He 

broke free and had an impressive 21-yard scamper and finished the day with 9 carries and an 

average rush of 6.8 yards per carry. Adams had an impressive game and totaled more rushing 

yards than Corey Clement, Wendell Smallwood, and Nelson Agholor combined. The Eagles 

second leading rusher was Wentz, again proving his mobility. While the offense was a major 



topic of conversation, the defense was the major reason for last weeks implosion against the 

Panthers and would be a major factor in the London matchup. 

 There were very many Eagles fans on social media ranting and raving about the 

inabilities of the defense and calling for Jim Schwartz’s head after another disappointing loss. 

The Eagles have been the opposite of clutch this season blowing the overtime game against a 

weak Titans team and the head-scratching loss to the Panthers after leading 17-0 heading into the 

4th quarter. The Eagles were fortunate the Jaguars were missing their major offensive weapon, 

Leonard Fournette, in addition to the struggles of Blake Bortles. Bortles finished the game 24/41 

for 286 yards and a touchdown. Bortles was also the leading rusher for the Jaguars, because of 

his ability to move in the pocket, rushing for 43 of Jacksonville’s 70 rushing yards. The Eagles 

failed again to register an interception on defense. The Eagles brought pressure and registered 4 

sacks (2 by Chris Long and 1.5 by Jordan Hicks) and 9 hits on QB. The defense stopped the 

Jaguars offense dead in its’ tracks on the key 4th down to end the game after 3 Wentz kneel 

downs.  

 Turnovers were an issue for the Eagles today after a Wentz fumble early and later a Jalen 

Ramsey interception, but the offense settled down and eliminated them in the second half; the 

defense even registered a turnover by Malcom Jenkins. The Eagles now sit at 4-4 and although 

this doesn’t seem much different than 3-5, the two records are a world apart. Teams that are 4-4 

statistically have a 32-33% chance to make the playoffs, while teams that are 3-5 have about a 

7% chance of making the playoffs. The Eagles need to get healthy. With an MCL sprain for Lane 

Johnson, in addition to Sproles, Wallace, Barnett, and the list goes on, the Eagles need to get 

their potential options healthy again, so they can be utilized. The Eagles aren’t in the position 

they’d like to be; however, they are far from out. The Redskins aren’t running away with the 

division and the Cowboys and Giants have both struggled this season, so the Eagles can still 

make a playoff push. 

 


